
Vintage Full Anilina
Vintage Collection consists of a collection of colors and qualities in aniline leather. The hides are through-coloured and have a natural skin

surface with a lot of deep and natural color changes. Neck folds, visible insect bites and scars of healed wounds contribute to the natural

character of the leather. The skins are processed to get the right and genuine look, making each skin unique with its modern and slightly

worn look. With such genuine products, therefore, color deviations from the sample collection item are inevitable. The skin has a very soft

and pleasant feeling and a fantastic breathability. Its natural character makes it sensitive to stains and dirt and the skin is affected and

changes when used. Marks and changes in the surface will occur, but it belongs to the skin as a product and contributes to the fact that

over the years it gives a nice patina and character.

Uses:  

Furniture upholstery public environment, Furniture lining

Average size (m²): 4,5 m²

Thickness (mm): 0,9-1,1 mm

Quality: Aniline

Råhudar: EUROPEAN

Fire test: BS 5852-1 Source 0 & 1, Cal TB 117, EN 1021-1

Rivstyrka: 40 N (ISO 3377-2)

Colour fastness to rubbing - dry: ≥ 3 (ISO 11640)

Colour fastness to rubbing - wet: ≥ 3 (ISO 11640)

Color Fastness To Light: ≥ 3 (ISO 105-B02)

Colour fastness to waterspottning: ≥ 3 (ISO 15700)

Colour fastness to rubbing - artificial

sweat:

≥ 3 (ISO 11640)
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Leather Vintage Dark

Chocolate  

1100412

Leather Vintage

Cognac  

1100413

Leather Vintage

Cognac EU  

1100414

Leather Vintage Black

Soft Anilina  

1100421

Leather Vintage

Concrete  

1100429

Leather Vintage

Tabacco  

1100431
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You control your data

We and our partners use technologies, including cookies, to collect information about you for
various purposes, including:

Necessary – makes the website usable.
Statistics – help us understand how visitors interact with our website.
Marketing – Used by advertisers to help us display relevant ads in other channels.

By clicking 'Accept All' you consent to all these purposes. You can also choose to indicate
what purposes you will consent to using the custom selections and then click 'Accept
selected'.

Decline All Accept All

Necessary Statistics Marketing
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